
Experience first hand the magic of sand art, combining
live story telling with visual art in a transfixing use of
everyday items

Traditional Chinese myths and legends are brought to life with music and

spectacular modern sand painting, bringing audiences an exceptional and exotic

visual spectacle. Performer Echo Gao (Gao Jie) created a new form of

performance with Sanji Sand Art, as performed in China and on Chinese TV.

This is the European premiere of the work of Echo Gao and Sanji Sand Art. Sand

art is complemented by a wonderfully prepared light and Moliu art show. This is

a form of painting with light, ink and sand.  Images are superimposed over this to

create detailed artworks with vivid colours. This hypnotising process creates

beautiful images and stories before your eyes.  A wonderful and unpredictable

live show,  be transfixed by the hands of Echo Gao as she unravels twisting and

turning stories with a deft touch. This educational journey into the past, through

Chinese tradition, culture and fables, is perfect for all ages.

Sanji Sand Art is the professional sand art company, founded by Echo Gao (Gao

Jie) in 2008. Since then it has blossomed into a diverse cultural centre integrating

creative performance, sand art training, sand art equipment development and

planning. In 2017, Echo Gao’s sculpture-based sand art work kapok was

presented to Ms. Barney, President of the Laos congress, as a gift of cultural

exchange.

Dubbed the ‘art of the fingertips’, this thrilling work of art brings sand to life

with Echo Gao’s masterfully visceral storytelling.
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Nanjing bai xia district sanji
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Mai Mai at Nanjing International Culture Exchange Center on +86
18066061138 / Echogao2019@yahoo.com

ten word blurb
Chinese myths and legends brought to life by sand painting.

twenty word blurb
Traditional Chinese myths and legends are brought to life with music and
sand painting. A wonderful and unpredictable live show.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Traditional Chinese myths and legends are brought to life with music and
spectacular modern sand painting, bringing audiences an exceptional and
exotic visual spectacle. It’s as though it’s magic! A wonderful and
unpredictable live show.
fringe web blurb
Traditional Chinese myths and legends are brought to life with music and
spectacular modern sand painting, bringing audiences an exceptional and
exotic visual spectacle. Performer Echo Gao (Gao Jie) created a new form of
performance with Sanji Sand Art, as performed in China and on Chinese TV.
This is the European premiere of the work of Echo Gao and Sanji Sand Art.
Sand art is complemented by a wonderfully prepared Ebru and Moliu art
show, in which the artist creates images by painting on water. It’s as though
it’s magic! A wonderful and unpredictable live show.

author
author display

show website
company website

15:30
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C south, St Peter's, Lutton Place, EH8 9PE, venue 58
Dates               14-26 Aug
Time 15:30 (0hr35)
Ticket prices £9.50-£11.50 / concessions £7.50-£9.50 / under 18s £5.50-£7.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 /

www.CtheFestival.com/2019/sand-fantasy-from-china
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Mai Mai at Nanjing
International Culture Exchange Center on +86 18066061138 / Echogao2019@yahoo.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Experience first hand the magic of sand art, combining
live story telling with visual art in a transfixing use of
everyday items

Traditional Chinese myths and legends are brought to life with music and
spectacular modern sand painting, bringing audiences an exceptional and exotic
visual spectacle. Performer Echo Gao (Gao Jie) created a new form of
performance with Sanji Sand Art, as performed in China and on Chinese TV.

This is the European premiere of the work of Echo Gao and Sanji Sand Art. Sand
art is complemented by a wonderfully prepared light and Moliu art show. This is
a form of painting with light, ink and sand. Images are superimposed over this to
create detailed artworks with vivid colours. This hypnotising process creates
beautiful images and stories before your eyes.  A wonderful and unpredictable
live show,  be transfixed by the hands of Echo Gao as she unravels twisting and
turning stories with a deft touch. This educational journey into the past, through
Chinese tradition, culture and fables, is perfect for all ages.

Sanji Sand Art is the professional sand art company, founded by Echo Gao (Gao
Jie) in 2008. Since then it has blossomed into a diverse cultural centre integrating
creative performance, sand art training, sand art equipment development and
planning. In 2017, Echo Gao’s sculpture-based sand art work kapok was
presented to Ms. Barney, President of the Laos congress, as a gift of cultural
exchange.

Dubbed the ‘art of the fingertips’, this thrilling work of art brings sand to life
with Echo Gao’s masterfully visceral storytelling.

Hi:
I have two points:
1 “Sand art is complemented by a wonderfully prepared Ebru and
Moliu art show. This is a form of painting in which a thin layer of ink is
layered onto water to create a marble effect.”
Change to :
Sand art is complemented by a wonderfully prepared light and Moliu
art show. This is a form of painting with light ,ink and sand.

The art of the fingertips: dancing in the sand ——sand fanstasy from China
Sand fanstasy created by Sanji sand art which comes from China,they will give
a sand art show during 14th August-26th August in the C south studio,It will
also be the premiere that Sanji Sand Art contributes in Europe .

Performer Echo Gao (Gao Jie) created a New form of performance,she has
contributed many excellent shows in various Chinese national TV channels
including cctv-1 and cctv-3.When she made a debut in Beijing in 2012, it
created a big sensation and was also spoken highly of. In sanji's
performances,you will definitely find each time the charm of China, the charm
of sand art as well as the charm of change.

In the sand fanstasy show,you can not only see the exquisite sand painting art,
but also see sand art combined with dance and other forms.The performers
will show us a more vivid and distinctive China with a unique feature of
combining traditional Chinese culture, legend, myth, and music with modern
sand painting, bringing us an exceptional and exotic visual spectacle.

In addition to sand art, they also carefully prepared wonderful Ebru and Moliu
art show ,they all painted in water with different paint. The performer is like a
magician, offer you a wonderful , unpredictable live show. “sanji sand art”is
the professional sand art brand and founded by Echo Gao(Gao Jie) in 2008
with creative professional and effective cooperation system ,It is a diversified
cultural center integrating creative performance,sand art training, sand art
equipment development , planing and so on.
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